At IRG#10, members have made the following resolutions:

1. Resolution IRG M 10.1: C-liaison
   IRG accepts a requirement of maintaining C-liaison status of HKITF to IRG which was expressed by HKITF in the #10 meeting. IRG instructs its rapporteur to report the requirement to the higher level committee(s) and to get the instructions to make the requirement formalized.

2. Resolution IRG M 10.2: Variation Mark (explanation)
   IRG accepts N519 as a description of the proposed variation mark. Further, IRG instructs its rapporteur to submit the document, N519, to SC2/WG2 for further evaluation of the proposal.

3. Resolution IRG M 10.3: Structure Characters (project sub-division)
   IRG accepts N518, the project sub-division proposal on the Scheme of Ideograph Description Sequence. Further, IRG instructs its rapporteur to submit the document, N518, to SC2/WG2 for further evaluation of the proposal.

4. Resolution IRG M 10.4: Structure Characters (answer and explanation)
   IRG accepts N523, N524 and N525 as replies to N453, Questions on the structure method, and an explanation of the proposal. Further, IRG instructs its rapporteur to submit the document, N523, N524 and N525 to SC2/WG2 as an attachment to N518, the project sub-division proposal, for further evaluation of the sub-division proposal.
5. Resolution IRG M10.5: Plane-2 encoding (project sub-division)
   IRG accepts N517, the sub-division proposal on Plane2, and N529, the Plane-2 encoding process. Further, IRG instructs its Rapporteur to submit the document, N517 and N529 to SC2/WG2 for further evaluation of the proposal.

6. Resolution IRG M10.6: HS/IS
   IRG has reviewed the document N515, the voting results and comments on PDAM-13. IRG accepts the document N528, which is the proposed disposition of the comments on PDAM-13 ballot, N515. Further, IRG instructs its editor to proceed the process for approval of the draft by SC2 at its next plenary.

7. Resolution IRG M10.7: Radicals
   IRG accepts the documents N526 and N527. IRG instructs its editor to revise the working draft for PDAM for the Kangxi radicals and to provide a working draft for PDAM based on N527. IRG also instructs its Rapporteur to submit the two working drafts to the WG2 for their review.

8. Resolution IRG M10.8: Extension - A
   IRG accepts the document N521 as a review result of the Errata reports from China, Japan, Korea, TCA and individuals. IRG instructs its editor to provide a working draft of the amendment to ISO/IEC 10646-1 and submit to the next WG2 meeting for their review.

9. Resolution IRG M10.9: Rapporteur and Editors
   IRG appreciates and accepts the offer of IRG Rapporteur and chief editor from China (N494).

   IRG nominates Mr. Zhang Zhoucai as the Rapporteur and Mr. Chen Zhuang as the chief editor of IRG in the next WG2 and SC2 meetings.

   IRG has also accepted the following nominations for editors from members:
   1. Vietnam - Mr. Ngo Trung Viet
   2. TCA - Mr. Kao Tien Cheu
   3. HKITF - Dr. Lu Chin (also responsible for the work on the Scheme of Ideograph Description Sequence)
   4. Japan - Mr. Satoshi Yamamoto, Mr. Takayuki Sato
   5. USA, Unicode - will inform IRG later
   6. Korea - Mr. Lee Joon Suk
   7. China - Ms Wang Xiaoming
   8. Singapore - Dr. Cao Ling

10. Resolution IRG M10.10: Future meetings
    IRG agrees to have its future meetings as followed:
    IRG#11 May, 11-15, 1998 in Tokushima, Japan
    IRG#12 Dec, 14-18, 1998 in Redwood Shores, USA
IGR also instructs its Rapporteur to request the approval of the IRG#13 to be held in Hong Kong in May, 1999.

11. Resolution IRG M10.11 : Appreciation
   IRG would like to express its sincere appreciation to the IRG#10 meeting host, the Steering Committee of the National Program on IT, the Institute of Sino-Nom Studies, Mr. Pham Van Cac, Mr. Ngo Trung Viet, Ms. Huynh Thi Thuy Nga, and Miss. Ha Phuong Thao, for their excellent logistics, arrangement and hospitality.